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Welcome! We will start @ 8:05AM.

Please do the following: 

1) Rename yourself  to include your profession 

and pronoun

2) Today’s google slide link: 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1

F1pJCEf3-rzLbJ-

VLLhA8iW_D3tVGU2yWv-

HV0M9HZ0/edit?usp=sharing

3) Workshop Dashboard: 

http://tiny.ucsf.edu/UCSFIPE3

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1F1pJCEf3-rzLbJ-VLLhA8iW_D3tVGU2yWv-HV0M9HZ0/edit?usp=sharing
http://tiny.ucsf.edu/UCSFIPE3


Creative Commons License

You are free:

• To Share – to copy, distribute and transmit the work

• To Remix – to adapt the work

Under the following conditions:

• Attribution. You must give the original authors credit (but not in any way 
that suggests that they endorse you or your use of the work.)

• Noncommercial. You may not use this work for commercial purposes.

• Share Alike. If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, you may 
distribute the resulting work only under a license identical to this one. 

See http://creativecommons.org/licensure/by-nc-sa/3.0/ for full license

Attribution-Non Commercial-Share Alike 3.0 Unported
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http://creativecommons.org/licensure/by-nc-sa/3.0/


Objectives
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Describe the major styles of  conflict management and 
situational application of  each.

With awareness of  one’s default style, apply appropriate 
strategies for negotiating conflict within a team as a team 
leader or member in a health professions education setting.

Set personal goals for applying the skills learned in this 
workshop to one's own setting.

Workshop as part of  Teach for UCSF Interprofessional Track and Leadership Track



Introductions

Name/Profession/Pronouns 

Poll #1: Types of learners 

What do you hope to get out 
of today’s session?

What comes to mind when 
you think of “Conflict”?
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Google slide https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1F1pJCEf3-rzLbJ-

VLLhA8iW_D3tVGU2yWv-HV0M9HZ0/edit?usp=sharing

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1F1pJCEf3-rzLbJ-VLLhA8iW_D3tVGU2yWv-HV0M9HZ0/edit?usp=sharing


What about conflict?

Definition: the condition in which people’s concerns — the 
things they care about — appear to be incompatible.  

Conflict is normal; it is a fact of life.

 It’s a mistake to view conflict as only negative since we can 
choose how to handle it to promote positive outcomes.

We respond to the conflict process through our choices so 
that we can manage it constructively.
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The Big Six…
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Communication

Respect

Recognition

Roles

Style

Trust



Conflict management instruments

https://www.usip.org/public-education/students/conflict-styles-assessment

(FREE) 

https://www.cpp.com/en-US/Products-and-Services/TKI
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https://www.usip.org/public-education/students/conflict-styles-assessment
https://www.cpp.com/en-US/Products-and-Services/TKI


Conflict Management Styles (TKI)
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Conflict Management Styles
O
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Relationship with Team members

Competer Problem Solver

Compromiser

Accommodator

Avoider

Key:

TKI

US Institute of  Peace  
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Refer to Handout #1



Breakout Activity #1

 Based on your preferred conflict management style, join the 
breakout room with your preferred style (you can join on your 
own or ask host to put you in the room)

 Each group will discuss the following and record on google slide 
(10 min):

• When and how do you exercise your conflict management 
style? What specific behaviors do you demonstrate? 

• How does your style impact your team? 

• How does your style work to your advantage?

• When should you not use your preferred style? 

 Large group share out (10 min) – select someone to report out 
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Poll #2 Default Style



Team Functioning

Shaped by the styles of the leader 
and the team members

Teams with a strong dominant 
preference tend to develop a 
culture based on that mode

Both benefits and challenges exist 
with each style -> impact on team 
effectiveness and dynamic

Adopt a situational approach

Advocate 

positions that 

have merit

Find innovative 

win-win 

solutions

Provide 

moderation and 

balance

Manage time 

costs

Build goodwill and 

cohesiveness
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Refer to Handout #2



Time for a stretch break
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3- Step Framework for Conflict Management
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1. Cool down (Emotional self-regulation skills) – Ladder of  Inference

2. Slow down (Cognitive skills)

Who’s involved? Consider power and 
hierarchy

What’s really going on?

What are my goals?

Consider positions vs interests

3. Engage constructively (Behavioral skills)

When both the issue and relationship are important, and if  time allows, strive 
for a collaborative or problem-solving conflict management approach.

Refer to Handout #1



Step 1: Cool Down: Emotional Regulation

Cooling down is not allowing our emotions 
to control our actions

Detect (name), notice what you are feeling 
and ask what is bothering me?

Detach (be mindful/breathe) and give 
yourself time to self-regulate and move from 
fight or flight to thinking things through

Depersonalize (avoid telling stories about 
others by climbing the ladder of inference)

Ladder of inference : when we move from 
an observation to telling stories that 
generate feelings we act out, often in the 
blink of an eye

Scenario
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Step #2: Slow Down: Thinking Skills for 
Reappraisal and Collaboration

 Analyze the situation (fact and intention) rather than look at the 
other person (impact and telling a story)

Consider the working relationship and ask yourself what will 
happen if we don’t work this out? 

Consider who holds power and and what Big 6 themes appear?

Ask yourself, what would improvement or success options look 
like?

Move your thinking from Debate (winning/saving face) to Getting 
into Dialogue (being curious/finding shared goals and mutual 
interests)
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Step 3 - Engage Constructively: 
Behavioral Skills for Collaborating

1. Set the right climate for raising the issue—consider time and 
place.

2. Your manner or style of communication, both verbally and 
non-verbally, is the most critical element that will affect the 
outcome of the conversation. 

• Non-verbal communication is even more important than verbal 
communication, carrying more than 50% of your message.

3. Identify both parties’ underlying concerns.

4. State the conflict as a mutual problem.

5. Spend as much time listening as speaking.
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More Behavioral Skills…

6. Be proactive and forward-looking:  Your non-threatening and 
non-defensive manner will facilitate a forward-looking (future-
oriented) plan of action.  

7. Build on any guiding principles to help you resolve the conflict, 
such as “respectful relationship” or “patient safety” or build on 
agreements that emerge during the conversation; for example, 
“workload balance.”

8. Other skills?

“Between stimulus and response there is a space.  In that space is our 
power to choose our response.  In our response lies our growth and 
our freedom.”

--Viktor Frankl
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Tips for Addressing DEI issues

 Intentional communication and conflict management skills are 
especially important when addressing issues of diversity, equity and 
inclusion.  

Consider ways to recognize and address implicit bias, stereotypes, 
and microaggressions

Apply the 3-step framework:

1. Emotional self-regulation; take thoughtful risks 

2. Think and reflect on issues of power, identity and privilege, 
including your own, and how the dynamics contribute to a 
challenge or conflict

3. Prepare to engage with both clarity and humility regarding 
your goals for the conversation
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Refer to Handout #3



DEI Role Play (Maureen and Kate)

Maureen is a new Assistant Professor and Kate is her faculty 
mentor in the Department. Maureen gave a Grand 
Rounds presentation on her research, feeling a bit nervous as it 
was her first presentation on her research progress to 
the entire Departmental faculty, trainees and collaborators.

 In the course of the discussion following the presentation, questions 
were asked and Kate jumped in to answer some of them, 
interrupting Maureen. Kate also referenced another UCSF faculty 
member (white male professor) whose research 
is somewhat similar to Maureen’s.

 Debrief Take #1 – notice Kate’s responses and what Maureen shares?

 Debrief Take #2 – notice Kate’s responses and what Maureen shares?
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Time for a stretch break
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In groups of 4

1. Review the sample case scenario to roleplay or
2. May use your own with the prompts
3. Each participant chooses a role and work towards 

managing the conflict using a 
collaborative/problem solving style

4. Observer to record on google slide
5. Debrief in your own group (10 min) to give 

feedback to each other
6. Observations can be used for your skills 

assessment form (on dashboard)

Breakout Activity #2
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Sample case scenario

Setting: Patient room

Role: pre-licensure student, resident, attending, observer (use 
observation form that is assigned to your room - slide 26-34)

Pre-licensure student performing a task without resident 
supervision; resident outside the room taking a call.

Attending comes into the room, confronts and disciplines student in 
front of the patient. Patient became upset that this occurred.

Conflict related to hierarchy within profession and lack of 
professional conduct

Faculty’s role is to use 3-step framework and collaborative 
language to manage this situation as a re-do
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1F1pJCEf3-rzLbJ-VLLhA8iW_D3tVGU2yWv-HV0M9HZ0/edit#slide=id.gdd0735ec4f_0_124
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1F1pJCEf3-rzLbJ-VLLhA8iW_D3tVGU2yWv-HV0M9HZ0/edit#slide=id.gdd0735ec4f_0_131
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1F1pJCEf3-rzLbJ-VLLhA8iW_D3tVGU2yWv-HV0M9HZ0/edit#slide=id.gdd0735ec4f_0_138


Prompts for your own case…(brief  
answers)

Who are the people involved in the conflict

Setting

What is the conflict about 

What are each person’s intent vs. impact 

What styles did each person utilize

How was it originally managed

What would be a more productive or collaborative way using the 3-
step framework? Try that in the role play  
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Group debrief/discussion

What did you see? 

Was there a dominate style? 

How did each member respond to styles of the other 
members? 

How did each team member exercise style flexibility?

What did the faculty do that was supportive and/or empowering 
of the team members?

What was it like to practice collaborative style? 
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Take away and personal goal 

What is one strategy you learned today that you will adopt or 
practice in the future? 
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Questions?

Please feel free to email us at: 

Maureen.Brodie@ucsf.edu or

Kate.Flynn@ucsf.edu

To practice these skills in a conflict scenario you’ve experienced or 
anticipate, you are welcome to schedule a 1:1 coaching session with 
Maureen or Kate.
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